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S.F. holiday light show kicks off, helps draw people back downtownS.F. holiday light show kicks off, helps draw people back downtown
Audrey BrownAudrey Brown

Updated: Dec. ,  : a.m.Updated: Dec. ,  : a.m.

At 6:30 p.m. Friday, a few hundred people packed into a public square in San Francisco’s financial district, a rare sight for theAt 6:30 p.m. Friday, a few hundred people packed into a public square in San Francisco’s financial district, a rare sight for the

area, which has seen foot traffic plummet during the pandemic. They were waiting to see the largest holiday projection show inarea, which has seen foot traffic plummet during the pandemic. They were waiting to see the largest holiday projection show in

the country kick off with five short, animated videos projected onto a skyscraper across the street. Kids and adults alikethe country kick off with five short, animated videos projected onto a skyscraper across the street. Kids and adults alike

clutched free glow sticks that pulsed purple and green and sipped ube (purple yam) flavored hot cocoa from Hayward-basedclutched free glow sticks that pulsed purple and green and sipped ube (purple yam) flavored hot cocoa from Hayward-based

sweet shop Marley’s Treats. (Details on times and locations are sweet shop Marley’s Treats. (Details on times and locations are here.here.))

Let’s Glow SF is on for a second year and features a mix of local and international artists. It runs for ten nights at fourLet’s Glow SF is on for a second year and features a mix of local and international artists. It runs for ten nights at four

downtown locations. The festival aims to draw people back into the city’s economic core following the loss of office workersdowntown locations. The festival aims to draw people back into the city’s economic core following the loss of office workers

and the area’s slow pandemic recovery.and the area’s slow pandemic recovery.

“The pandemic changed the city,” Mayor London Breed told the waiting crowd. “Now it’s time to come out. Come out of the“The pandemic changed the city,” Mayor London Breed told the waiting crowd. “Now it’s time to come out. Come out of the

closet, come out of our homes.” Breed spoke along with Supervisor Aaron Peskin and event organizers.closet, come out of our homes.” Breed spoke along with Supervisor Aaron Peskin and event organizers.

A spectator records the art show at Let’s Glow SF event on Market Street in San Francisco, Calif., on Friday, Dec. nd, .A spectator records the art show at Let’s Glow SF event on Market Street in San Francisco, Calif., on Friday, Dec. nd, .
Let's Glow SF that's put on by Downtown SF Partnership to help revitalize downtown SF.Let's Glow SF that's put on by Downtown SF Partnership to help revitalize downtown SF.
Felix Uribe, freelance / Special to The ChronicleFelix Uribe, freelance / Special to The Chronicle
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The initiative is spearheaded by the Downtown SF Partnership, an advocacy group focused on economic core recovery, inThe initiative is spearheaded by the Downtown SF Partnership, an advocacy group focused on economic core recovery, in

partnership with video production company A3 Visual. Let’s Glow is one of many beautification efforts and live events thepartnership with video production company A3 Visual. Let’s Glow is one of many beautification efforts and live events the

organization has pursued to lure people back. It costs $700,000, and is funded by Downtown SF Partnership with assistanceorganization has pursued to lure people back. It costs $700,000, and is funded by Downtown SF Partnership with assistance

from sponsorships and a $182,000 grant from the city’s Office of Economic and Workforce Development.from sponsorships and a $182,000 grant from the city’s Office of Economic and Workforce Development.

Last year the festival attracted 40,000 people to the area and yielded $2.2 million in revenue for local businesses, according toLast year the festival attracted 40,000 people to the area and yielded $2.2 million in revenue for local businesses, according to

the nonprofit’s calculations based on survey responses and third-party cell-phone data. This year it aims to draw 50,000-70,000the nonprofit’s calculations based on survey responses and third-party cell-phone data. This year it aims to draw 50,000-70,000

people and generate $4 million in revenue. Early survey results show an increase in spending at downtown businesses. Onpeople and generate $4 million in revenue. Early survey results show an increase in spending at downtown businesses. On

average, people spent $137 Friday night. Last year the average was $75.average, people spent $137 Friday night. Last year the average was $75.

Executive director Robbie Silver hopes it will eventually become an annual event that people plan their calendars around, likeExecutive director Robbie Silver hopes it will eventually become an annual event that people plan their calendars around, like

Coachella or Burning Man.Coachella or Burning Man.

“The biggest thing for us is trying to change perceptions,” said Silver. “Downtown is not dead and there’s things to do.”“The biggest thing for us is trying to change perceptions,” said Silver. “Downtown is not dead and there’s things to do.”

When the videos rolled, color and light splashed across the silhouette of 525 Market Street, one of the district’s many officeWhen the videos rolled, color and light splashed across the silhouette of 525 Market Street, one of the district’s many office

towers that currently has vacancies. The winter-themed projections ranged in mood from contemplative to playful and had thetowers that currently has vacancies. The winter-themed projections ranged in mood from contemplative to playful and had the

immersive feel of a virtual reality experience. People gently swayed to the music and filmed with their phones.immersive feel of a virtual reality experience. People gently swayed to the music and filmed with their phones.

Oakland-based artist Kalani Ware’s piece follows the journey of a penguin that gets lost in a rainforest. Ware hopes kids enjoyOakland-based artist Kalani Ware’s piece follows the journey of a penguin that gets lost in a rainforest. Ware hopes kids enjoy

the whimsical plot, but he says the work also addresses bigger questions of diversity and relationships. The bold lines thatthe whimsical plot, but he says the work also addresses bigger questions of diversity and relationships. The bold lines that

define his lush landscapes flow into one other and represent interconnection. He thinks art is a tool for revitalizing downtown.define his lush landscapes flow into one other and represent interconnection. He thinks art is a tool for revitalizing downtown.

“I’ve always felt public art in a community brings conversation to abandoned spaces,” said Ware.“I’ve always felt public art in a community brings conversation to abandoned spaces,” said Ware.

This particular art form—projection mapping—has already taken off in Europe and Asia and is gaining traction in the UnitedThis particular art form—projection mapping—has already taken off in Europe and Asia and is gaining traction in the United

States. The largest projection festival in the world in France draws crowds in the millions and tourists fly in for it. That hasStates. The largest projection festival in the world in France draws crowds in the millions and tourists fly in for it. That has

caught the attention of cities worldwide. A3 Visual co-founder Sean Mason thinks the massive scale and combination ofcaught the attention of cities worldwide. A3 Visual co-founder Sean Mason thinks the massive scale and combination of

animation, film, and music captures people’s attention.animation, film, and music captures people’s attention.

“It’s something there’s a lot of interest in right now,” said Mason. “Because you can go bigger, you can reach more people than“It’s something there’s a lot of interest in right now,” said Mason. “Because you can go bigger, you can reach more people than

with other art forms.”with other art forms.”

Let’s Glow drew a diverse crowd. Older people with silver hair stood alongside parents pushing strollers and millennialsLet’s Glow drew a diverse crowd. Older people with silver hair stood alongside parents pushing strollers and millennials

wearing work backpacks.wearing work backpacks.

Erica Ramos, a Bernal resident in her 40s, came after hearing about it on the morning news. She brought her husband, MarkErica Ramos, a Bernal resident in her 40s, came after hearing about it on the morning news. She brought her husband, Mark

Ramos, and their seven-year-old son, Mitchell.Ramos, and their seven-year-old son, Mitchell.
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“It’s nice that it’s family-friendly,” Erica Ramos said. “I haven’t seen art like this before.”“It’s nice that it’s family-friendly,” Erica Ramos said. “I haven’t seen art like this before.”

Drought MapDrought Map

She has not come downtown much during the pandemic, but she said she would come back for more events. After the show,She has not come downtown much during the pandemic, but she said she would come back for more events. After the show,

she and her family left to get pizza nearby.she and her family left to get pizza nearby.

The mayor’s office is betting such experiences will reenergize the city’s core, which The mayor’s office is betting such experiences will reenergize the city’s core, which lags behindlags behind other major metropolitan areas other major metropolitan areas

in its pandemic recovery. Concern is growing as well over declining commercial real-estate values.in its pandemic recovery. Concern is growing as well over declining commercial real-estate values.

“The activations Mayor Breed and our partners are investing in support the transformation of our downtown and help drive“The activations Mayor Breed and our partners are investing in support the transformation of our downtown and help drive

foot traffic and thereby revenue to surrounding restaurants, shops, and other businesses,” said Kate Sofis, executive director offoot traffic and thereby revenue to surrounding restaurants, shops, and other businesses,” said Kate Sofis, executive director of

the Office of Economic and Workforce Development in a written statement.the Office of Economic and Workforce Development in a written statement.

Some urban-planning experts caution that temporary measures such as events, while important, don’t address the root of theSome urban-planning experts caution that temporary measures such as events, while important, don’t address the root of the

problem. University of Toronto professor Karen Chapple, who has studied activity in San Francisco’s downtown core, said thatproblem. University of Toronto professor Karen Chapple, who has studied activity in San Francisco’s downtown core, said that

an economy heavily reliant on one industry, such as tech, needs to diversify.an economy heavily reliant on one industry, such as tech, needs to diversify.

“This is a piece of what should be a multipronged approach of temporary, short-term and long-term interventions,” said“This is a piece of what should be a multipronged approach of temporary, short-term and long-term interventions,” said

Chapple. “Temporary changes are important so people’s perceptions don’t bottom out. You don’t want people to give up on theChapple. “Temporary changes are important so people’s perceptions don’t bottom out. You don’t want people to give up on the

Updated to include drought zones while tracking water shortage status of your area, plus reservoir levels and a list of restrictions for the Bay Area’s largest waterUpdated to include drought zones while tracking water shortage status of your area, plus reservoir levels and a list of restrictions for the Bay Area’s largest water
districts.districts.
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city while the longer-term changes are still happening.”city while the longer-term changes are still happening.”

For Downtown SF Partnership, Let’s Glow is just one of many localized interventions to come. More seating, greenery andFor Downtown SF Partnership, Let’s Glow is just one of many localized interventions to come. More seating, greenery and

monthly events are in the works, with a focus on the intersection of Commercial and Leidesdorff Streets, which the nonprofitmonthly events are in the works, with a focus on the intersection of Commercial and Leidesdorff Streets, which the nonprofit

hopes to turn into an outdoor museum that recounts the area’s shipyard history. Silver hopes the efforts will cumulatively growhopes to turn into an outdoor museum that recounts the area’s shipyard history. Silver hopes the efforts will cumulatively grow

the cultural scene downtown and make it a social destination.the cultural scene downtown and make it a social destination.

Audrey Brown is community engagement editor for the Chronicle’s SFNext project. She can be reached atAudrey Brown is community engagement editor for the Chronicle’s SFNext project. She can be reached at

audrey.brown@sfchronicle.com.audrey.brown@sfchronicle.com.
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